
Discussion Session Subject FacilitatorDiscussion Session Question Discussion Group

Please come to the “Meeting point-sign” at 10:00 am and 11:10 am. Here you will find the facilitator of the discussion group
you wish to participate in. The facilitator will take you to the right location
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From Zero to Public Speaking Novicell Hero Why we’re not all a TED’s speakers (yet)?

WTF?

How can knowledge sharing be an added value for success?

We will share and discuss our approach to customer engagement from teams, consultants and sales. 
Come and share your success stories about engagement with new and existing customers to ensure 
happy customers

Jan OvergaardCustomer engagement

Novicell Discussion Sessions

Jonathan Terrini International knowledge sharing: create a community when even 
success is shared

Peter RimmenSalesforce (only at 10:00 am) 

Benjamin Elbert Møller

Jaume Alsina

Optimizing your day-to-day through the combination of AI and 
workflow management. A practical talk on AI: How do YOU use it

The Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Marketing in the Future of 
Employment

Is Artificial Intelligence a Blessing or a Curse for Marketing?

How are people leveraging AI to optimize their daily tasks, and what cutting-edge techniques exist for 
utilizing artificial intelligence in workflows that may not be widely known?”

Gustav Marius KartoCreating a unified and robust developer experience How can we reduce project start-up time, while we ensure, that our dev environments, templates, and 
tools are understandable, production ready and up to date?

Freddie Green

Charli Bregnballe

Simon Moeslund Mental Health in the Workplace

Novicell’s New Branding Strategy What about that?

How can we create a healthy work culture?

Imposter syndrome? - Let’s talk about how to deal with it.  You are not alone!

Best ways to collaborate across teams and build on the same solution architecture patterns Adam Peter Nielsen

Dealing with imposter syndrome collectivity 

Architecture of the future and efficient tech collaborate across 
teams

Mette N.S. Poulsen

Christine Danesø and
Karina Kristensen

Asger Nordstrøm

Per Kirchner og Per Lillholt

ESG and CSR in Novicell After a short introduction to current status, you are invited to share your thoughts and ideas on: Which 
CSR profile should Novicell aim for? How can we foster employee engagement? Which cool initiatives 
should we start? 

How can we collaborate successfully across teams and between colleagues when you don’t know each 
other very well yet and don’t work together often. Come join us, it will be fun and no powerpoint slides 

How to Rock ‘n’ Roll - The Scrum edition 

Working Remotely How do we secure that we still feel being a part of a community?

Flink&Flittig must be more than managerial bullshit. Here we work with “The Flink&Flittig List” - 
concrete examples of how we can be both flink and flittig. Bring your input!

Flink & Flitting or high performance? Can we do both?


